Abstract
Introduction
The emergence of fast wide-area networks has moved distributed computing to a new area in which distributed resources in a wide-area network are more closely coupled to provide a single integrated platform for computing and data storage. Well-known examples are Grid computing and peer-to-peer networks, which harness the computing power of hosts in a network and make their under-utilized resources available to users.
Informally, peer-to-peer systems can be described to be distributed systems in which all nodes are peers in the sense that they have equal roles and responsibilities. The nodes in the distributed system have identical capabilities and responsibilities, and all communication is symmetric. Peerto-peer systems are characterized by decentralized control, large scale, and extreme dynamics of their operating environment.
Peer-to-peer systems are used for file-sharing (i.e., exchanging files between peers) and file-storage (i.e., the peerto-peer network is used as a distributed file system) [4, 25] . But peer-to-peer networks can also be used to harness the computing power of hosts in a network, similar to SETI@home or more elaborate systems like Condor [19] and Grid computing environments [9] .
In multi-agent systems, the (basic) interaction pattern between agents is peer-to-peer. Autonomous agents can observe their environment and reason and act on the basis of these observations [35] . Agents are often adaptive: adaptive to new environments, adaptive to new structures.
The main goal of integrating peer-to-peer functionality within the AgentScape framework for large-scale multiagent systems is to simplify peer-to-peer application and service development and deployment by freeing the programmer of all low-level details including communication, security, and scheduling. This paper briefly describes the AgentScape framework and the Pole system: an extension to the AgentScape framework for basic peer-to-peer networking and computing support. The peer-to-peer support is incorporated at three levels: the middleware layer, the service layer, and at the application level (the API runtime libraries). Section 2 briefly introduces some concepts in peer-to-peer computing and autonomous agents. The AgentScape framework is presented in Section 3, and the integration of peer-to-peer networking and computing support is explained in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion and future work. the future. Resources, including information and processing power, can be shared directly from those who have them to those who need them. Buyers and sellers can be matched directly through P2P auction and transaction services, and new approaches to distributed resource-sharing like SETI@home, Condor [19] , or Grid environments [9] are appearing. Peer-to-peer computing enables applications that are collaborative and communication-focussed: it leverages available computing performance, storage, and bandwidth found on systems connected to each other in a world-wide network.
Today's most well-known peer-to-peer applications are Napster, Gnutella [4] , and Freenet [5] , but various research projects have been initiated in the past few years, such as Pastry [27] and Chord [28] . Although the different peerto-peer applications share the same notion of peer-to-peer networking, the intended usage and approach varies from application to application.
Napster and Gnutella are primarily file-sharing applications: exchange of files between peers. Napster's approach to information search is traditionally client-server, while Gnutella adheres more to the peer-to-peer philosophy and forwards information search requests to its neighboring peers in the network. (Although Gnutella recently introduced super nodes and client nodes for more scalable information retrieval.) Freenet is more like a distributed information storage system. It pools unused disk space across potentially hundreds of thousands of desktop computers to create a collaborative virtual file system.
Pastry provides a scalable, distributed object location and routing infrastructure for wide-area peer-to-peer applications. It can be used to support a variety of peer-to-peer applications, including global data storage, data sharing, group communication and naming. Chord, on the other hand, focuses on a scalable peer-to-peer lookup service to efficiently locate the node that stores a particular data item. Chord provides support for just one operation: given a key, it maps the key onto a node.
The JXTA project from Sun Microsystems [10, 29] works on core network computing technology to provide a set of simple, small, and fle xible mechanisms that can support peer-to-peer computing. The focus is on creating basic mechanisms and leaving policy choices to application developers.
The self-organizing behaviour of peer-to-peer networks has also been studied. In particular scalability, faulttolerance, and security have been subject of study. It has been observed that peer-to-peer networks organize themselves into a "small-world" networks [5, 16] , which are typically characterized by a power-law distribution of the edge degree. In such a distribution, the majority of nodes have relatively few local connections to other nodes, but a significant small number of nodes have large wide-ranging sets of connections. Even in very large networks, the small-world topology enables short paths because these well-connected nodes provide shortcuts [33] . Small-world networks are surprisingly resistant to random errors, because random failures are most likely to eliminate nodes from the poorly connected majority of nodes. But the feature that makes it immune to accidents also makes it vulnerable to attacks if the well-connected nodes are targeted.
Autonomous Agents
From a Computer Systems perspective an agent is a process, a piece of running code with data and state. The functionality of these agents can most often be described in terms of human behaviour, and to which the predicate intelligent is associated [35] . Agents are processes that are autonomous and pro-active (capable of making "their own" decisions when they like), that can interact with objects and services, communicate with other agents and may be mobile.
Agents interact with objects. Objects are passive [15] . In other words, an object needs to be invoked in order to perform a function, and performs only during an invocation. Agents, on the other hand, receive messages and autonomously decide if, when, and how to (re-)act. The only way for one agent to influence another agent is by sending a message, possibly with a request. An agent is free to ignore or react to such requests.
Message delivery may be subject to different "quality of service" levels. For example, the message paradigm described by FIPA prescribes reliable and ordered point-topoint communication between agents [8] .
Agents in computer systems are often mobile. The decision to migrate is taken autonomously by a mobile agent itself. The ability of migration provides mobile agents a means to overcome the high latency or limited bandwidth problem of traditional client-server interactions by moving their computations to required resources or services. The current evolution of intelligent and active networks in system and network management, for example, is based on this technology [3] . A similar tendency is observed in the search and filtering of globally available information such as in the electronic marketplaces, e-commerce, and information retrieval on the World Wide Web [13] .
A distinction can be drawn based on whether the execution state is migrated along with the unit of computation or not [24] . Systems providing the former option are said to support strong mobility, as opposed to systems that discard the execution state across migration, and are hence said to provide weak mobility. In systems supporting strong mobility, migration is completely transparent to the migrated program, whereas with weak mobility, extra programming is required in order to save part of the execution state.
Strong mobility as found in NOMADS [30] , Ara [23] , and D'Agents [12] , requires that the entire state of the agent, including its execution stack and program counter [14] , is saved before the agent is migrated to its new location. Strong mobility is a complicated task to realize, and typical implementations of this functionality in multi-agent platforms as mentioned above, provide platform specific solutions. As a consequence, interoperability between heterogeneous multi-agent systems is difficult, if not impossible, to realize.
Many of the multi-agent platforms support weak mobility (like Ajanta [31] and Aglets [18] ). Most of the agent systems are implemented on top of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which provides with object serialization basic mechanisms to implement weak mobility. The JVM does not provide mechanisms to deal with the execution state.
Security is of great importance in agent systems, not only in electronic monetary transactions, but also that mobile agents should not become the next generation of viruses. Current research on secure agent systems concentrates mainly on protecting hosts against hostile mobile agents. The problem of security stems from the fact that untrusted code needs to be executed. Modern solutions are based on the notion of protection domains by which a security policy for accessing local resources can be enforced [11] . Only very few systems also provide facilities for protecting mobile agents against hostile hosts [17, 26] .
The AgentScape Framework: A Scalable Multi-Agent Infrastructure
AgentScape is a middleware layer that supports largescale agent systems. The rationale behind the design decisions are (i) to provide a platform for large-scale agent systems, (ii) support multiple code bases and operating systems, and (iii) interoperability with other agent platforms [34] . The consequences of the design rationale with respect to agents and objects, interaction, mobility, security and authorization, and services are presented in the following subsections. This section concludes with some notes on a prototype implementation of the AgentScape model.
The AgentScape Model
The overall design philosophy is "less is more," that is, the AgentScape middleware should provide a minimal but sufficient support for agent applications, and "one size does not fit all," that is, the middleware should be adaptive or reconfigurable such that it can be tailored to a specific application (class) or operating system/hardware platform.
Agents and objects are basic entities in AgentScape. A location is a "place" at which agents and objects can reside (see Fig. 1 ). Agents are active entities in AgentScape that interact with each other by message-passing communication. Furthermore, agent migration in the form of weak mobility is supported. Objects are passive entities that are only engaged into computations reactively on an agent's initiative. Besides agents, objects, and locations, the AgentScape model also defines services. Services provide information or activities on behalf of agents or the AgentScape middleware.
Scalability, heterogeneity, and interoperability are important principles underlying the design of AgentScape. The design of AgentScape includes the design of agents, objects and services, interactions, migrations, security and authorization, as well as the agent platform itself. For example, scalability of agents and objects is realized by distributing objects according to a per-object distribution strategy, but not agents. Instead, agents have a public representation that may be distributed if necessary.
The basic idea in the AgentScape model is that the core functionality is provided by the agent interface implementations such that the middleware (or the agent representation of the middleware) can be designed to perform basic functions. This approach has a number of advantages. As the middleware provides basic functionality, the complexity of the design of the middleware can be kept manageable and qualities like robustness and security of the middleware can be more easily asserted. Additional functionality can be implemented in the agent-specific interface implementation (see Fig. 2 ). Agent migration between locations is based on weak mobility [24] (see also Section 2.2). The state of the agent is captured (e.g., the variables referenced by the agent) but not the context of the agent (e.g., stack pointer and program counter).
An AgentScape Architecture
Agents and objects are supported by agent servers and object servers respectively. Agent servers provide the interface and access to AgentScape to the agents that are hosted by the agent server. Similarly, objects servers provide access to the objects that are hosted by the object server. Services are made accessible in AgentScape by service access providers.
A location is a closely related collection of agent and object servers, possibly on the same (high-speed) network, on hosts which are managed in the same administrative domain. Each host runs a minimal AOS kernel, and zero or more agent servers, objects servers, and service access providers. A location is implemented by the distributed AOS kernels, the agent servers, the object servers, and service access providers.
Depending on the policy or resource requirements, one agent can be exclusively assigned to one agent server, or a pool of agents can be hosted by one agent server. The explicit use of agent servers makes some aspects in the life cycle model of agents more clear. An active agent is assigned to, and runs on a server; a suspended agent is not assigned to an agent server. In this model, starting a newly created, or activating an existing suspended agent, is similar, and some design decisions of the agent life cycle can be simplified.
The use of agent and object servers is transparent to the agents. Hence from the agent perspective, agent servers do not belong to the AgentScape model. However, e.g., for performance or security management reasons, an agent could ask the middleware to determine on which agent server the agent runs.
The AgentScape Operating System (AOS) forms the basic fundament of the AgentScape middleware. An overview of the AgentScape architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . The AOS offers a uniform and transparent interface to the underlying resources and hides various aspects of network environments, communication, operating system, access to resources, etc. The AgentScape API is the interface to the middleware. Both agents and services (e.g., resource management and directory services) use this interface to the AOS middleware. The design of the AgentScape Operating System is modular. The AOS kernel is the central active entity that coordinates all activities in the middleware. The modules in the AOS middleware provide the basic functionality. Below a brief overview of the most important modules is given. The life-cycle module is responsible for the creation and deletion of agents. The communication module implements a number of communication services, e.g., similar to UDP, TCP, and streaming, with different qualities-ofservice. Support for agent mobility is implemented in the migration module. The location service associates an agent identifier with an contact-address. There are also location services for objects, services, and locations. The security architecture is essential in the design of AgentScape, as it is an integral part of the middleware. Many modules in the middleware have to request authentication or authorization in order to execute their tasks.
In AgentScape, interoperability between agent platforms can be realized in two ways. First by conforming to standards like FIPA [8] or OMG MASIF [20] . These agent platform standards define interfaces and protocols for interoperability between different agent platform implementations. For example, the OMG MASIF standard defines agent management, agent tracking (naming services), and agent transport amongst others. The FIPA standard is more comprehensive in that it defines also agent communication and agent message transport, and even defines an abstract architecture of the agent platform. A second approach to interoperability is realized by reconfigura tion or adaptation of the mobile agent. This can be accomplished by an agent factory as described by Brazier et al. [1] , which regenerates an agent given a blueprint of the agent's functionality and its state, using the appropriate components for interoperability with the other agent platform.
AgentScape Prototype
A prototype implementation of the AgentScape architecture is currently available and provides the following basic functionality: creation and deletion of agents, communication between agents and middleware, and weak migration of agents. The AgentScape Operating System kernel and some basic services are implemented in the programming language Python, while the agent servers are implemented in Java. Agent servers for other programming languages will be made available in forthcoming releases of AgentScape.
Distributed shared (replicated) objects in AgentScape will be supported by the Globe system [32] . Globe is a large-scale wide-area distributed system that provides a object-based framework for developing applications.
The use of multiple programming languages is not only available at the application level (i.e., building agents and objects in a programming language of choice), but also the modules of the AOS are implemented in different programming languages. For example, multiple location services can be present in the AOS, each implemented in a different language. One specific implementation of a location service based on peer-to-peer networking is described in the next section.
Integrating Peer-to-Peer Networking and Computing in AgentScape
This section presents the proposed software architecture of the AgentScape peer-to-peer networking and computing infrastructure. The peer-to-peer networking infrastructure in AgentScape is called Pole * . The design approach of Pole lies somewhere in between Chord and Pastry, and JXTA (as described in Section 2.1). Similar to Chord and Pastry, Pole implements an overlay network for routing messages and storing information. However, the intended design of Pole also includes high-level services for more complex coordination using peer-to-peer networks, and making these services available to the peer-to-peer application developer; similar to the JXTA project philosophy.
The peer-to-peer support in AgentScape is intended for the development of a variety of agent-based peer-to-peer Internet systems like global file sharing, file storage, name and location services, group communication, and agent coordination. Typical applications that can use the AgentScape peer-to-peer infrastructure are distributed auctions and information retrieval. These applications put stringent requirements on agent coordination and can profit from the peer-to-peer functionality provided. Other appliance of peer-to-peer functionality can be in instant messaging or, * Peer is consonant with pier, which is build on top of poles. on a system level, in agent-based resource management on wide-area networks [22] . The Pole peer-to-peer software architecture can be roughly broken down into the three layers as presented in the AgentScape framework: AOS kernel layer, services layer, and application layer (see Fig. 4 ). The AOS kernel layer deals with communication management such as routing and other low-level "plumbing." The service layer deals with higher-level concepts, such as indexing, searching, and file sharing. At the top is the layer of applications such as instant messaging, information retrieval, auctioning, and storage systems.
AgentScape OS Kernel Support for Peer-toPeer Networking
The AgentScape OS kernel provides basic support for services and agent applications. The AOS kernel can be extended with peer-to-peer functionality by loading (either at startup or dynamically) the p2p module into the AgentScape middleware (see Fig. 4 ). Modules in the AgentScape middleware implement the AgentScape OS kernel functionality. The functionality provided by the modules is available to the layers built on top of the AOS kernel layer, e.g., services and applications make use of the security module for implementing their security policy or encrypting their messages that are sent to and fro.
At the AOS kernel layer, mechanisms for peer groups are supported to create policies for creation and deletion, communication, and security. The current prototype implementation of AgentScape uses XML-RPC to accomplish message-passing communication. The messages sent between peers are structured with XML, and support transfer of data, content and code in a protocol-independent manner. Future developments also require monitoring of the behaviour and activity of peers, in order to implement access control, priority setting, traffic metering, and bandwidth balancing.
The current p2p kernel module provides the basic mechanisms to realize a peer-to-peer overlay network and message routing. The first Pole prototype implementation of the p2p module organizes the hosts in an overlay network with a circle topology, i.e., a host is a node on the circle topology. Currently, the MD5 digest (128-bit hash) of the IP number of a host is computed and the numerical value of the MD5 IP hash is used determine its node position on the circle topology. The MD5 digest of a combination of an IP number and a port number can be used to introduce virtual nodes, where multiple virtual nodes can reside on one single host to improve load balancing (e.g., servers with large amounts of memory and high bandwidth connectivity can host multiple virtual nodes, while a laptop connected by WLAN hosts one node).
The index keys are stored in the peer-to-peer network at the node for which the direct successor relation holds. For example, suppose the numerical value of the index key is k, then the index key and the associated data is stored at node a (the MD5 hash of the IP number), where a ≤ k, and there is no other node b such that a < b and b ≤ k. An important characteristic of hash functions, and in particular for secure hash functions like SHA-1, is that the hash function maps index keys (or the IPs and port numbers in case of hosts) to hash values with a uniform distribution. This characteristic also ensures a uniform distribution of the index keys over the nodes in the network.
The search algorithm for keys in the peer-to-peer network makes use hypercube routing (or generalized prefix routing) over the circle topology. The 128-bit hash id's of the nodes are used for prefix routing: given the key index value, the search request is sent to the node that halves the distance to the destination node. To this end, each node keeps a table of node id's at 2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , 2 m−1 distance in the m-bit (in our case 128-bit) address space.
The self-organizing peer-to-peer overlay networks based on distributed hash tables provide efficie nt and fault-tolerant routing, object location, and load balancing. However, the basic protocols do not consider network proximity at all. An extension to the basic Pastry routing protocol is a simple heuristic that measures the proximity among a small number of nodes. The resulting local properties are used for routing messages to reduce network usage [2] . Chord reduces lookup latencies by preferential contacting nodes likely to be nearby in the underlying network. To this end, Chord estimates the routing costs to neighboring nodes based on latencies observed while building its routing tables [7] . Similar approaches will be adapted by Pole.
AgentScape Services for Peer-to-Peer Computing
AgentScape services for peer-to-peer computing expand upon the capabilities of the AOS kernel and facilitate application development. Facilities provided in this layer include mechanisms for searching, sharing, indexing, and caching.
Search capabilities can include distributed, parallel searches across peer groups. Note that the directory services in AgentScape can make use of the peer-to-peer services. Directory services are typically databases (or data structures) that can be indexed by attributes, and their distributed information can be updated using peer-to-peer mechanisms.
One specific service currently under development in the AgentScape environment is a location service based on peer-to-peer networking. A location service in AgentScape maps agent handles to contact-addresses. An agent handle in AgentScape is a location service specific data structure used to efficiently map a unique agent identifier to its contact-address. AgentScape can support multiple location services, for example one based on DNS (or something similar with a hierarchical structure) and another based on peerto-peer networking. The unique agent identifier is registered at a specific location service, and a location service specific agent handler is returned for future use.
The peer-to-peer location service prototype computes the MD5 digest value of the agent's identifier and uses this value as the agent handle (the key used for searching in the peer-to-peer network). The hash value of the agent identifier and the contact-address are stored in the peer-to-peer network as described in Section 4.1. The contact-address can be compared with a business card stating different protocols and references to contact a person, e.g., address followed by street, number, and city; telephone followed by a number; email followed by an email address; or TCP/IP followed by IP and port number. When an agent wants to contact another agent, it gives the agent handle to the location service, and the contact-address is returned. Given the contact-address, the agent can now choose between the different protocols to contact the remote agent.
In general, the peer services layer can be used to support other custom, application-specific functions, for example a secure peer messaging system could be built to allow anonymous authorship and a persistent message store. The peer services layer provides the mechanisms to create such secure tools; specific tool policies are determined by the application developers themselves.
Peer-to-Peer AgentScape Applications
AgentScape agent-based peer-to-peer applications are built using the peer services as well as the AOS kernel layer. The Pole peer-to-peer facilities are made available to the application developer as runtime libraries that implement the API to AgentScape peer-to-peer services and the AOS kernel peer-to-peer module.
Peer applications enabled by both the core and peer services layers include peer-to-peer electronic auctions and markets that link buyers and sellers directly [21] . Agentbased resource sharing applications can be built more quickly and easily.
Besides the AgentScape interface to Pole, an interface to CP2PC will be provided. CP2PC is a minimal programming interface to file sharing peer-to-peer systems [6] . Client side applications can be built on top of this interface by different developers. CP2PC defines interfaces for joining, searching, downloading, publishing operations, and for managing meta-information, configuration and control, monitoring, and peer groups. The client side applications can be interfaced by CP2PC to other peer-to-peer systems like Pole, Chord, Pastry, JXTA, etc.
Summary and Future Work
This paper presents the Pole software architecture to extend the AgentScape framework with peer-to-peer computing facilities. The peer-to-peer computing functionality in the AgentScape framework is incorporated at three levels: AOS kernel, AgentScape services, and API runtime libraries. These peer-to-peer facilities can be used as building blocks in the construction of a variety of agent-based peer-to-peer Internet applications like distributed auctions, global file storage, and distributed information retrieval.
There is a prototype implementation of the Pole peerto-peer software architecture and the AgentScape environment. One implementation of the location service in AgentScape makes use of the Pole peer-to-peer system. Other services in the AgentScape OS, such as name and directory services, will also make use of the peer-to-peer technology. Furthermore, the proposed management system in AgentScape used for allocating resources and loadsharing and balancing of agents over the resources, is based on agent-oriented peer-to-peer computing. The dynamic nature of available and unavailable resources, and dynamically created, deleted, and migrating agents, requires scalable and robust mechanisms to manage the distributed system effectively. Peer-to-peer computing seems to have the potential to offer a solution.
Future work on the Pole system will include key and data replication strategies for fault-tolerance and search performance. Other improvements will include the exploitation of network proximity in message routing in order to reduce communication latencies and increase bandwidth.
